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Abstract: This survey focuses on Text-to-SQL, automated translation of natural language queries into SQL queries.3

Initially, we describe the problem and its main challenges. Then, by following the PRISMA systematic review methodol-4

ogy, we survey the existing Text-to-SQL review papers in the literature. We apply the same method to extract proposed5

Text-to-SQL models and classify them with respect to used evaluation metrics and benchmarks. We highlight the ac-6

curacies achieved by various models on Text-to-SQL datasets and discuss execution-guided evaluation strategies. We7

present insights into model training times and implementations of different models. We also explore the availability of8

Text-to-SQL datasets in non-English languages. Additionally, we focus on large language model (LLM) based approaches9

for the Text-to-SQL task, where we examine LLM-based studies in the literature and subsequently evaluate the LLMs10

on the cross-domain Spider dataset. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of future directions for Text-to-SQL research,11

identifying potential areas of improvement and advancements in this field.12
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1. Introduction14

Relational databases are frequently used in the IT industry to organize and maintain data and information from15

various fields and domains. To retrieve information from these databases, professionals require machine-readable16

instructions in the form of programs. Structured Query Language (SQL) is the most common language used17

to access and query data in relational databases. Therefore, experts or professionals with SQL knowledge are18

required to access database information and obtain meaningful results. These experts or professionals must also19

understand the existing schemas and tables of the database and create appropriate queries.20

If successfully applied, envisioned Text-to-SQL systems can help end-users translate natural language21

input into queries without the need for SQL knowledge to query necessary information from the database. Some22

data applications, such as ThoughtSpot1, have already claimed the capability to translate natural language given23

by users into SQL queries and display or visualize the results. According to Gartner Inc., chatbots will become24

the primary customer service channel for roughly a quarter of organizations by 2027. Thus, end-users will be25

able to access the desired information with the help of assistant applications such as the ones shipped with26

mobile operating systems.27

∗Correspondence: bugra.kanburoglu@isik.edu.tr

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

1https://www.thoughtspot.com
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Several deep learning-based studies in the literature have addressed different aspects of the Text-to-SQL1

problem. For example; Seq2SQL [1] and SQLNet [2] focused on the ordering issue that refers to the challenge of2

correctly identifying the order in which different components of a SQL query should appear when generating the3

query from natural language text. Also, SyntaxSQLNet [3] and RYANSQL [4] worked on complex and cross-4

domain Text-to-SQL task. TypeSQL [5] assigns types to words in SQL queries for better understanding of rare5

entities and numbers, while DialSQL [6] is a dialogue-based framework that generates accurate SQL queries6

by incorporating user interaction to identify and correct potential errors. Additionally, IRNet [7] addressed7

the mismatch problem, which refers to the challenge of accurately aligning the elements of a natural language8

sentence with their corresponding components in the SQL query. Moreover, GNN [8], RAT-SQL [9] and SADGA9

[10] considered the schema representation problem that refers to the challenge of effectively representing the10

structure of a database schema in a way that can be understood and used by a model to generate accurate SQL11

queries.12

In this study, we conducted a methodical review of Text-to-SQL research published between 2018 and13

2023 using a Preferred Reporting Items for Systemic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) [11] approach. Our14

contributions can be summarized as follows:15

• Methodical Review: We conducted a PRISMA-based methodical review of Text-to-SQL studies, including16

literature surveys. Additionally, we incorporated a review of studies and datasets related to the conversion17

of non-English languages to SQL.18

• Challenges and Issues: We identified several significant issues and challenges related to Text-to-SQL19

studies.20

• Benchmarks and Evaluation Metrics: We examined single domain and cross-domain benchmarks, related21

evaluation metrics, and the accuracies of the Text-to-SQL methods on these benchmarks.22

• Large language model (LLM) based Text-to-SQL: We reviewed recently developed LLM-based Text-to-23

SQL studies. Additionally, we evaluated and compared three general purpose LLM models on complex24

cross-domain Spider dataset.25

• Future Directions: We discuss potential future research directions in the Text-to-SQL field.26

The main goal of this paper is to provide a methodical survey of the Text-to-SQL problem. To achieve27

this goal, we have organized the paper in a way that reflects this objective. In Section 2, we define the problem28

of translating natural language to SQL and present a formal description of the problem. We also discuss the29

challenges and issues that Text-to-SQL methods face. Section 3 reviews earlier surveys and literature reviews30

related to Text-to-SQL, and also provides information on the number of documents searched from two scientific31

databases. Section 4 focuses on the most commonly used benchmarks and evaluation metrics in Text-to-SQL32

studies. Section 5 provides a summary of the accuracies of Text-to-SQL methods on different benchmarks.33

Section 6 reports on the implementation information of Text-to-SQL methods, reproducibility, the popularity34

on Github, and the Text-to-SQL initiatives announced by industry,along with insights into training times.35

Additionally, Section 7 presents studies on different languages. Section 8 explains the LLM-based models for36

Text-to-SQL. In Section 9, we analyze the findings of our study in detail. Section 10 then concludes the paper37

by summarizing the key points.38
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2. Problem definition1

A query refers to a question or request for data, which can be expressed in natural language. For example,2

“Retrieve the ids of all authors.” would translate to the SQL query which is “SELECT id FROM author.” SQL3

utilizes keywords that match the given natural language. In this example, SELECT is used to retrieve data from4

the database, FROM specifies the table being used, and WHERE is used to establish a condition. In the following5

example, we give a typical SQL query.6

SELECT attributes FROM tables WHERE conditions7

There are various structures that are used when constructing an SQL query, such as JOIN, NESTED, GROUP8

BY, and ORDER BY, as in [12]. The process of converting natural language to SQL is referred to in literature9

with different terms, such as natural language to SQL (NL2SQL), Text-to-SQL, or natural language interface10

to databases (NLIDB). In this study, we use the term Text-to-SQL. Text-to-SQL is the task of automatically11

translating natural language (NL) into SQL, as shown in Figure 1.12

Text-to-SQL
Module

What are the
name of the
customers?

SELECT name
FROM customer

Natural Language
Statement

SQL Query

Figure 1. A simple Text-to-SQL diagram.

The challenge of Text-to-SQL can also be regarded as a semantic parsing problem, which is concerned13

with the conversion of a natural language query into a machine-understandable semantic representation, also14

known as a logical form. Natural language refers to the way people communicate with each other through15

speech and text [13], e.g., menus, emails, web pages. SQL has basic syntax and language elements such as; SQL16

language characters, tokens, separators, keywords, identifiers [12].17

2.1. Challenges and issues18

There are several significant challenges and issues associated with Text-to-SQL that must be addressed. We19

describe some of the important ones below.20

One key challenge is the ordering issue also known as the “order-matters” problem [2], where the order21

of predicates within the WHERE clause in SQL queries does not affect the resultant execution outcomes thus22

the same query can be expressed in different orders. The SQL queries “SELECT * FROM Employees WHERE23

Salary >50000 AND Department = ’IT”’ and “SELECT * FROM Employees WHERE Department = ’IT’24

AND Salary >50000” yield the same result. Solutions like Seq2SQL [1], SQLNet [2], and IncSQL [14] employ25

different approaches, such as reinforcement learning, sequence-to-set and sequence-to-action models, to tackle26

this issue.27

Another challenge is the complex and cross-domain Text-to-SQL task, which involves handling28

complex SQL queries across diverse domains and databases. The Spider [15] Text-to-SQL dataset is a prime29

example of such complexity, requiring models to generalize across different subjects such as movie databases,30
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geography, and sports. SyntaxSQLNet [3] and RYANSQL [4] address this challenge through syntax tree networks1

and sketch-based slot-filling methods.2

The lack of information challenge arises due to the lack of domain-specific knowledge and rare3

entities in natural language queries, leading to inaccurate translations. In a query asking for the highest-scoring4

player in a sports database without specifying the sport, the model might struggle without additional context.5

TypeSQL [5] assigns types to words as entities, while DialSQL [6] incorporates user interaction to enhance query6

accuracy by identifying and revising potential errors.7

In some cases, there’s a mismatch problem [7] where SQL column names don’t align with their natural8

language descriptions, causing confusion, especially in GROUP BY queries. In a GROUP BY query, the natural9

language might refer to “total sales” while the SQL column name is “revenue”. STAMP [16] and IRNet [7]10

address this by considering the structure of table and the syntax of SQL and schema linking module.11

The lexical problem [7] arises in cross-domain benchmarks like Spider and WikiSQL, where a significant12

portion of words in the development set is absent in the training set. This poses a challenge as models lack13

accurate representations for these out-of-domain (OOD) words. For example; a model trained on a dataset of14

scientific articles may struggle with terms specific to a dataset about movie reviews. IRNet tackles this problem15

with schema linking solutions.16

Lastly, the schema representation problem pertains to generalizing models to unseen database17

schemas in cross-domain Text-to-SQL tasks. This challenge involves encoding schema information, including18

table and column details, and building a link between natural language and database schema. Adapting a model19

trained on a dataset about e-commerce to generate queries for a medical database, which requires understanding20

different table structures and relationships. GNN [8], RAT-SQL [9] and SADGA [10] models are presented to21

address this challenge.22

3. Related works23

This section presents a review of previous survey and review studies that have provided valuable descriptions24

and number of studies related to NL2SQL and Text-to-SQL keywords reported by Scopus and Web of Science25

in the last six years.26

3.1. Literature surveys27

In this section, we followed the PRISMA approach [11] to identify survey and review studies that discussed28

Text-to-SQL or NL2SQL. We conducted our search using Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar from29

2018 to 2023, using the search terms “(nl2sql OR text-to-sql) AND (survey OR review)”. Figure 2 illustrates30

the PRISMA flow chart of our review process. As eligibility criteria, we removed duplicates, eliminated studies31

not available in English, and studies that were not survey or review. As a result, 9 studies remained.32

Iacob et al. [17] delved into architecture decisions for Text-to-SQL models, focusing on encoder and33

decoder choices, while also drawing insights from classical methods and non-deep learning solutions. They34

evaluated model performance on the Spider dataset, highlighting the resurgence of natural language interfaces35

to databases. Kalajdjieski et al. [18] conducted a comprehensive review of Text-to-SQL methods, models,36

and datasets, encompassing a wide range of architectures, including CNNs, RNNs, pointer networks, and37

reinforcement learning. They introduced various Text-to-SQL datasets and evaluation metrics that consider38

execution and logical form accuracy. Kim et al. [19] provided a taxonomy-based review of NL2SQL methods,39

comparing eleven methods against multiple benchmarks. They introduced a validation tool to measure the40
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Identification Screening Eligibility Included
(survey OR review)
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(nl2sql OR text-to-sql)
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Scholar
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(n = 50)
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(n = 16)

Records identified

(n = 8)

Records after duplicates removed

(n = 9)

Records screened

(n = 74)

Records excluded

(n = 56)

Records assessed for eligibility

(n = 9)

Studies included in
quantitative synthesis

(n = 9)

Figure 2. The PRISMA flow chart for research strategy.

quality of NL2SQL models accurately by considering the semantic equivalence of SQL queries. Majhadi and1

Machkour [20] presented an overview of NLIDB models, discussing their architectures and experimental results.2

They emphasized the need for improved accuracy in NLIDB systems. Ahkouk et al. [21] summarized Text-to-3

SQL techniques for nested queries, highlighting the potential for generating high-quality queries through human4

function imitation. Abbas et al. [22] conducted a detailed review of deep learning-based NLIDB systems,5

comparing WikiSQL and Spider datasets and identifying challenges in dataset quality and condition accuracy.6

Baig et al. [23] categorized NL2SQL frameworks based on implementation techniques and evaluated their7

performance on the SPIDER dataset, with RAT-SQL using BERT achieving the highest accuracy. Deng et8

al. [24] reviewed Text-to-SQL datasets and deep-learning-based methods, categorizing them into different9

groups and discussing common evaluation metrics. Qin et al. [25] provided a comprehensive review of10

deep learning approaches for Text-to-SQL, categorizing them into context-dependent and context-independent11

methods. They explored encoding and decoding techniques, including pre-trained language models like BERT,12

and discussed potential future directions for Text-to-SQL. Katsogiannis-Meimarakis and Koutrika [26] presented13

a detailed taxonomy that decomposes the Text-to-SQL problem into different sub-problems and compares14

various approaches of neural Text-to-SQL methods by explaining the available benchmarks and evaluation15

methods.16

In comparison to existing surveys on Text-to-SQL, our paper contributes a methodical examination of17

the field by adopting the PRISMA systematic review methodology. We systematically survey the existing18

review papers, categorize Text-to-SQL models based on proposed methodologies, and classify them concerning19

the evaluation metrics and benchmarks used. We provide a detailed analysis of the accuracies achieved by20

various models on Text-to-SQL datasets and delve into execution-guided evaluation strategies. Furthermore,21

our paper places a specific emphasis on large language models (LLM) based approaches for the Text-to-22

SQL task, evaluating these models on the cross-domain Spider dataset. We extend our investigation to23

explore the availability of Text-to-SQL datasets in non-English languages. Moreover, we enhance the industrial24

perspective in our paper by incorporating insights from studies conducted by companies. Besides, we provide25

valuable insights into the efficiency of Text-to-SQL models by reporting their training times on well-established26
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benchmarks such as WikiSQL and Spider. While existing surveys have provided valuable insights into specific1

aspects of Text-to-SQL, our paper stands out in its systematic approach, presenting a consolidated view of the2

field and identifying potential future directions for research in this domain.3

3.2. Number of studies on Text-to-SQL4

Web of Science2 and Scopus3 are two major databases used for research references that complement each other.5

Therefore, we conducted keyword searches in both databases for studies published between 2018 and 2023. The6

period between 2018 and 2023 was selected for analysis as there was a surge of interest in Text-to-SQL studies in7

2018, which coincided with an increase in deep learning research during those years. Figure 3 shows the number8

of research studies found in Scopus and Web of Science databases using NL2SQL or Text-to-SQL keywords.9

The number of research papers has significantly increased since 2018, from 9 to 268 according to the Scopus10

results between 2018 and 2023.11
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Figure 3. Number of documents searched from Scopus and Web of Science databases including NL2SQL or Text-to-SQL
from 2018-01-01 to 2023-10-01.

4. Evaluation12

4.1. Benchmarks13

Early datasets were created within a single domain, whereas newer datasets are developed across multiple14

domains. We compared the datasets based on their structures, which include JOIN, NESTED, GROUP BY,15

and ORDER BY. Our findings can be seen in Table 1. Below we examine these benchmarks in detail.16

4.1.1. Single domain benchmarks17

In this section, we present popular single domain benchmarks [27–29, 32]. The Airline Travel Information System18

(ATIS) [27, 28] dataset is a benchmark for evaluating Text-to-SQL models within the context of airline travel,19

consisting of 5,280 natural language and 947 SQL query pairs, with a database schema of 25 tables representing20

2https://www.webofscience.com
3https://www.scopus.com/
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Table 1. Comparison of Text-to-SQL datasets.

Dataset Year Domain Join Nested Group Order # NL # SQL

ATIS [27, 28] 1990 Single + + - - 5,280 947
MAS [29] 2014 Single + + + - 196 196

WikiSQL [1] 2017 Cross - - - - 80,654 77,840
Spider [15] 2018 Cross + + + + 10,181 5,693
SparC [30] 2019 Cross + + + + 4,298 12,726
CoSQL [31] 2019 Cross + + + + 3,007 15,598
FIBEN [32] 2020 Single + + + + 300 237

the ATIS database. This dataset is unique in that it focuses on a single domain, which presents specific challenges1

for Text-to-SQL models in handling the domain-specific language and query patterns. It includes simple queries2

as well as JOIN and NESTED queries, but does not include queries with GROUPING or ORDERING, and3

has been widely used for Text-to-SQL model evaluation. Similarly, the Microsoft Academic Search (MAS)4

[29] dataset provides a collection of 196 queries extracted from an academic databases, categorized as easy,5

medium, and complex, and accompanied by a schema of 17 tables. These queries include JOIN, NESTED, and6

GROUPING, but not ORDERING, with a strict format of natural language queries starting with the word7

“return”. Lastly, the FIBEN [32] dataset, designed for finance-related natural language querying, describes8

financial transactions from public companies, featuring 300 natural language queries paired with 237 distinct9

SQL targets, including joins and nested queries.10

4.1.2. Cross domain benchmarks11

There are various cross domain benchmarks [1, 15, 30, 31]. WikiSQL [1] is the largest human handwritten12

semantic parsing dataset, containing 80,654 examples of natural language questions and SQL queries extracted13

from Wikipedia tables, although these queries are relatively simple, lacking JOIN, NESTED, GROUPING,14

or ORDERING. Spider [15], a complex and cross-domain semantic parsing dataset, consists of 10,181 ques-15

tions and 5,693 unique complex SQL queries across 200 databases, including NESTED queries and ORDER-16

ING/GROUPING components. SparC [30] offers 4,298 question sequences with over 12,000 questions and SQL17

queries querying 200 complex databases, covering various SQL structures. Lastly, CoSQL [31], a conversational18

Text-to-SQL corpus, contains 3,007 dialogues with more than 30,000 turns, encompassing 10,000 expert-labeled19

SQL queries, spanning 200 databases across 138 domains, notable for its extensive dialogue context and large20

natural language vocabulary compared to other datasets.21

4.2. Metrics22

Next, we examined evaluation metrics in combination with benchmark datasets and Text-to-SQL models. Our23

findings are summarized in Table 2. In this table, evaluation metrics are shown as abbreviations. EX refers to24

execution accuracy, LF refers to logical-form accuracy and EM refers to exact matching.25

Execution accuracy [1] compares the synthesized (generated) query and the ground truth query in terms26

of their results, typically by executing both queries on the same database and comparing their outputs. Logical-27

form accuracy [1], on the other hand, focuses on exact string matching between synthesized and ground truth28

queries but penalizes correct results without exact string matches. Finally, exact matching [15] calculates the29

7
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Table 2. Text-to-SQL models with their datasets and used evaluation metrics.

Dataset Evaluation Metric Models

WikiSQL

EX

Seq2SQL [1], SQLNet [2], PTMAML [33], COARSE2FINE [34],
STAMP [16], TypeSQL [5], IncSQL [14], SQLOVA [35], X-SQL
[36], BRIDGE [37], HydraNet [38], IE-SQL [39], SDSQL [40],
SeaD [41], RAT-SQL [9]

LFA
Seq2SQL [1], SQLNet [2], PTMAML [33], STAMP [16], TypeSQL
[5], IncSQL [14], SQLOVA [35], X-SQL [36], HydraNet [38], IE-
SQL [39], SDSQL [40], SeaD [41], RAT-SQL [9]

Spider EM
SyntaxSQLNet [3], EditSQL [42], GNN [8], IRNet [7], ValueNet
[43], RAT-SQL [9]

average exact match between synthesized and ground truth queries for different SQL components, such as1

SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, and KEYWORDS, checking whether the component groups2

match precisely.3

5. Accuracies on Text-to-SQL datasets4

In this section, we compare accuracies of the reviewed methods with different evaluation metrics. Table 3 and5

Table 4 present accuracies for the WikiSQL and Spider which are the two most popular datasets in terms of6

evaluation metrics. We have highlighted the best results in bold face for each dataset. For WikiSQL, the term7

“LF” refers to logical form accuracy and “EX” refers to execution accuracy. For Spider, “EM” denotes exact8

match accuracy. Accuracies are shown only for the dev set of Spider since both dev and test sets were published9

for WikiSQL while only the dev set was published for Spider.10

Table 3. Accuracies on the Spider dev set.

Model
Dev Set

EM Accuracy
SyntaxSQLNet [3] 24.8
GNN [8] 40.7
IRNet [7] 61.9
RAT-SQL [9] 62.7
PHOTON [44] 63.2
RYANSQL [4] 70.6
SADGA [10] 73.4
ShadowGNN [45] 72.3
LGESQL [46] 75.1
S2SQL [47] 76.4
UniSAr [48] 70.0
RASAT [49] 75.3
T5-SR-3b [50] 79.9

The best-performing model on the WikiSQL dataset based on the execution accuracy metric is SeaD,11

with an execution accuracy of 92.9 on the development set and 93.0 on the test set. On the other hand, the12

best model based on the logical form accuracy metric is IE-SQL, with a logical form accuracy of 87.9 on the13

development set and 87.8 on the test set. Based on the evaluation using exact match accuracy on the Spider14

8
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dataset, the best model on the development set is T5-SR-3b, which combined a seq2seq-oriented decoding1

strategy with the pre-trained seq2seq model T5, with a score of 79.9.2

5.1. Execution-guided decoding3

While neural network models for Text-to-SQL have achieved remarkable progress, they still face challenges in4

generating accurate and executable queries at run-time. This section explores execution-guided decoding (EG)5

as a promising technique to address these limitations and improve Text-to-SQL performance.6

In a SQL query, each component (SELECT, AGGREGATION, WHERE) is predicted independently,7

leading to the potential generation of invalid combinations. For example, a string-type column is not allowed8

to be combined with an aggregation operator such as “min”, or condition operator like “less-than”. To address9

these issues, Wang et al. [51] proposed Execution-guided decoding (EG), which executes the predicted SQL10

query at run-time, correcting any errors or empty outputs returned by the database engine.11

1. If the query execution results in an error, it can be identified and excluded as an invalid prediction.12

2. Queries that return no results can be identified and filtered out as irrelevant.13

3. EG identifies and excludes combinations of operators and data types that are semantically invalid (e.g.,14

string-type column with less-than operator).15

4. By filtering out invalid and erroneous predictions, EG leads to more accurate and executable SQL queries.16

Therefore, execution-guided decoding represents a promising approach for improving the accuracy and17

robustness of Text-to-SQL models. By leveraging the power of run-time query execution and incorporating18

the semantics of SQL, EG can significantly enhance the performance of Text-to-SQL systems and lead to more19

reliable and efficient data retrieval. Table 4 presents the results with and without EG applied. In this table,20

we provide the results before and after the execution-guided decoding in the models. We observe an increase in21

both LF and EX metrics on both the development and test sets.22

Table 4. Dev and test accuracies on WikiSQL dataset with and without EG applied.

Model
Without EG With EG

Dev Test Dev Test
LF EX LF EX LF EX LF EX

Coarse2Fine [34] 72.9 79.2 71.7 78.4 76.0 84.0 75.4 83.8
IncSQL [14] 76.1 82.5 75.5 81.6 51.3 87.2 51.1 87.1
SQLova [35] 81.6 87.2 80.7 86.2 84.2 90.2 83.6 89.6
X-SQL [36] 83.8 89.5 83.3 88.7 86.2 92.3 86.0 91.8
HydraNet [38] 83.6 89.1 83.8 89.2 86.6 92.4 86.5 92.2
IE-SQL [39] 84.6 88.7 84.6 88.8 87.9 92.6 87.8 92.5
BRIDGE [37] 86.2 91.7 85.7 91.1 86.8 92.6 86.3 91.9
SDSQL [40] 86.0 91.8 85.6 91.4 86.7 92.5 86.6 92.4
SeaD [41] 84.0 90.2 84.7 90.1 87.3 92.8 87.1 92.7

9
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6. Implementations1

In this section, we examine the implementation details of the Text-to-SQL methods. First of all, there are rule-2

based and deep learning-based methods in Text-to-SQL methods. Open-source code resources were searched for3

all these methods and information was gathered about the programming languages in which the methods were4

implemented and the frameworks they used. We have identified open-source methods, their frameworks and5

activity. We listed top 15 Text-to-SQL methods as shown in Table 5 where SQLOVA, Seq2SQL and SQLNet6

models have garnered the highest number of Github stars, indicating their popularity among users. The majority7

used the PyTorch framework with Python programming language. Table summarizes the activity and public8

attention to the open source code by using Github stars. GitHub stars is an easy metric to measure how9

popular an open-source project is. In addition, we assessed the reproducibility of these methods by checking10

the README files and issues of the repositories because reproducibility is a crucial aspect of open-source11

projects, ensuring that others can replicate and verify the results. We examined the GitHub repositories of12

the models provided in the table. Within the README file of each repository, we conducted searches for the13

keywords “reproduce, reproducible, reproducibility” to determine whether the results of the mentioned model14

are reproducible. Additionally, we assessed discussions related to reproducibility by examining both open15

and closed issues in the repository. For repositories where reproducibility was not explicitly mentioned in the16

README file but was confirmed through the examination of open and closed issues, we made our determination17

accordingly.18

Table 5. The number of GitHub stars for Text-to-SQL models.

Model Year Framework Github Stars Reproducibility
SQLOVA [35] 2019 PyTorch 621 NO
Seq2SQL [1] 2017 PyTorch 409 NO
SQLNet [2] 2017 PyTorch 409 NO
RAT-SQL [9] 2020 PyTorch 369 YES
UniSAr [48] 2022 PyTorch 326 YES
IRNet [7] 2019 PyTorch 244 NO

BRIDGE [37] 2020 PyTorch 204 NO
EditSQL [42] 2019 PyTorch 189 YES

Coarse2Fine [34] 2018 PyTorch 167 YES
LGESQL [46] 2021 PyTorch 135 YES

GNN [8] 2019 PyTorch 134 YES
PT-MAML [33] 2018 TensorFlow 128 NO

SyntaxSQLNet [3] 2018 PyTorch 125 NO
TypeSQL [5] 2018 PyTorch 107 NO
HydraNet [38] 2020 PyTorch 61 YES

In recent years, academic research has become increasingly important to companies, with many tech19

industry leaders placing a high value on turning academic knowledge into practical products. Analyzing20

the activity of the tech industry in this area can provide insights into its reception and efforts towards21

academic research. IBM Research has contributed to this domain with publications on models like ATHENA,22

TEMPLAR, and ATHENA++. Meanwhile, SalesForce Research has published Seq2SQL, EditSQL, BRIDGE,23

and PHOTON. Microsoft Research has introduced many different Text-to-SQL models, including PTMAML,24

STAMP, IncSQL, IRNet, X-SQL, HydraNet, RAT-SQL, and UniSAr. On the other hand, Alibaba Group has25

10
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been active in this space with the publication of models such as SDSQL, S2SQL, and HIE-SQL.1

Moreover, some Text-to-SQL models reported their training times on popular benchmarks such as2

WikiSQL and Spider. For example, the BRIDGE model was trained on the WikiSQL dataset for about 63

hours using an NVIDIA A100 GPU, and on the Spider dataset for about 51.5 hours using the same GPU. The4

SeaD model was trained on the WikiSQL benchmark using NVIDIA V100 GPUs for approximately 3 hours.5

The UNISAR model, on the other hand, was trained on Spider, CoSQL, and SParC datasets jointly with four6

V100-16G GPUs for around 10 hours.7

7. Text-to-SQL on different languages8

Ethnologue4 data indicates that there are over 7,000 known living languages in the world, highlighting the9

potential need for Text-to-SQL systems that can operate in languages other than English. However, the datasets10

commonly used in the Text-to-SQL problem were created for English language. To address this, non-English11

datasets were also searched for in this study. Searching the Scopus database using the keywords “Non-English,12

Dataset” and “Text-to-SQL, NL2SQL” for the past five years yielded 77 results. Examining these results, we13

found datasets in Chinese and Vietnamese languages. For instance, Min et al. [52] presented the CSpider14

dataset by translating all English questions in the Spider dataset into Chinese. One annotator translated each15

question, and then a second translator cross-checked and corrected it, and a third annotator verified it. Sun16

et al. [53] introduced TableQA, a large-scale cross-domain Natural Language to SQL dataset in the Chinese17

language. This dataset consists of 64,891 questions and 20,311 unique SQL queries over 6,000 tables collected18

from public financial reports. Nguyen et al. [54] presented ViText2SQL, the first public large-scale dataset19

for Vietnamese Text-to-SQL semantic parsing tasks, consisting of about 10,000 question and SQL query pairs.20

They translated all English questions and the database tables and columns in SQL queries from the original21

Spider dataset into Vietnamese. Wang et al. [55] presented DuSQL, a large-scale and pragmatic Chinese22

Text-to-SQL dataset. It contains 200 databases, 813 tables, and 23,797 question and SQL pairs, built using23

human-computer collaboration. Guo et al. [56] presented CHASE, a large-scale and pragmatic Chinese dataset24

for cross-database context-dependent Text-to-SQL. It consists of 17,940 questions with their SQL queries over25

280 databases. Huang et al. [57] presented SeSQL, a large-scale session-level Chinese Text-to-SQL dataset. It26

contains 5,028 unique questions over 201 databases, with 27,012 annotated questions with their SQL queries.27

Compared to the CHASE dataset, SeSQL contains more question/query rounds per session.28

8. LLM-based Text-to-SQL29

Recently, there have been significant advancements in the field of Text-to-SQL, particularly in the context of30

large language models (LLMs). Liu et al. [58] conducted an extensive analysis of ChatGPT’s Text-to-SQL31

capabilities, achieving an execution accuracy of 70.1% on the Spider dataset. In addition, Jiang et al. [59]32

introduced StructGPT, a general framework aimed at improving the zero-shot reasoning abilities of LLMs over33

structured data. Through experiments on different datasets, they showed that their approach can significantly34

improve the zero-shot performance of LLMs. Specifically, on the Spider dataset, StructGPT achieved 74.8%35

execution accuracy. Pourreza and Rafiei [60] proposed a novel approach called DIN-SQL based on few-shot36

prompting to address the Text-to-SQL task. Their method decomposes the problem into multiple steps. This37

approach consistently demonstrated remarkable performance improvements across different LLMs. Specifically,38

on the Spider dataset, DIN-SQL model achieved an execution accuracy of 75.6% with CodeX Davinci and an39

4https://www.ethnologue.com
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impressive 82.8% with GPT-4. Sun et al. [61] contributed to this evolving landscape with SQL-PaLM, an LLM-1

based Text-to-SQL model leveraging PaLM-2 [62]. Their research demonstrated substantial advancements,2

particularly in Few-shot SQL-PaLM, which achieved an execution accuracy of 82.7% on the Spider dataset.3

Fine-tuned SQL-PaLM further improved upon this performance, reaching an accuracy of 82.8%.4

In the current study, we conducted an evaluation of general purpose large language models (LLMs) in the5

context of Text-to-SQL, measuring their performance in terms of execution accuracy (EX). We used the Hugging6

Face’s training framework for Llama-2 and directly gave prompts on ChatGPT. ChatGPT demonstrated7

remarkable execution accuracy of 73.83. In contrast, Llama-2-7b [63], another LLM, achieved a comparatively8

lower execution accuracy of 34.20. Additionally, fine-tuning Llama-2-7b on the Spider training set led to an9

improved execution accuracy of 46.60. These results give valuable insights into the performance of these models10

and the impact of fine-tuning on their effectiveness in the challenging task of generating SQL queries from11

natural language text. In Table 6, we present the results of our evaluation for ChatGPT, Llama-2-7b and12

fine-tuned Llama-2-7b.13

Table 6. Execution accuracy (EX) of different LLMs on the Spider development set.

Model Execution Accuracy (EX)
ChatGPT 73.83
Llama-2-7b 34.20

Fine-tuned Llama-2-7b 46.60

ChatGPT demonstrates an impressive ability in executing the Text-to-SQL task. Specifically, the ex-14

ecution accuracy achieved by ChatGPT was measured at 73.83%, outperforming several Text-to-SQL models15

such as; UniSAr [48], SADGA [10] and RYANSQL [4]. This result strongly confirms ChatGPT’s competitive16

advantage in accurately translating natural language queries into SQL statements.17

We explored some of the issues encountered in the Text-to-SQL domain, specifically on ChatGPT. First,18

we investigated the ordering issue, where ChatGPT generated different variations of a given query without19

altering the execution result. We examined how these variations could potentially address the ordering problem.20

Second, we addressed the mismatch problem, where ChatGPT generated queries that included entities not21

mentioned in the natural language input. While ChatGPT successfully produced various variations that did22

not affect the execution result in the case of the ordering issue, the results were less promising in tackling the23

mismatch problem. For future work, we can explore how large language models (LLMs) can effectively resolve24

the issues and challenges encountered in the Text-to-SQL domain.25

9. Discussion26

In this study, we investigated the challenges involved in Text-to-SQL. A PRISMA-based systematic review27

approach was conducted to search for relevant literature surveys, resulting in the identification of nine literature28

surveys. The distribution of papers related to NL2SQL and Text-to-SQL was analyzed over the years, revealing29

a noticeable growth trend since 2018. We discussed the benchmarks used both single domain and cross domain.30

We found that the most commonly used Text-to-SQL datasets are WikiSQL and Spider. We examined the31

evaluation metrics used by these datasets, and found that the most frequently used metrics are execution32

accuracy (EX) and logical form accuracy (LF) in the WikiSQL dataset and exact match accuracy (EM) in the33

Spider dataset. We also examined the accuracy performance of the methods in WikiSQL and Spider datasets34

12
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in Table 4 and Table 3, respectively. The SeaD model that is a seq-to-seq model with schema-aware denoising1

achieved the highest execution accuracy (92.9 on development set, 93.0 on test set) on the WikiSQL dataset,2

while the IE-SQL model which is an extraction-linking approach to Text-to-SQL task had the highest logical3

form accuracy (87.9 on development set, 87.8 on test set). On the Spider dataset, the T5-SR-3b model had4

the highest exact match accuracy, scoring 79.9 on the development set. We found that the accuracy of Text-5

to-SQL models tends to improve with the use of execution-guided decoding (EG) approach. For instance, on6

the development set of WikiSQL dataset, the logical form accuracy (LF) of IE-SQL model increased from 84.67

to 87.9, and the execution accuracy (EX) of SeaD model increased from 90.2 to 92.8. This suggests that EG8

approach is effective in improving the performance of these models. We reviewed the implementation, training9

times, and the number of stars available on Github for the methods, which signifies popularity of the problem10

and also presented the studies of some companies in the industrial sense which shows the industrial attention11

and requirements, feasibility of Text-to-SQL. Additionally, we examined Text-to-SQL datasets that have been12

developed in languages other than English, may be limited, mostly from East Asian countries. However, there is13

a need for more datasets in other languages. However, large language models (LLMs) with their massive cross-14

languages training sets and acquired few-shot learning capabilities can potentially help address this limitation.15

In our experiments with ChatGPT, which is based on GPT-3.5, it adeptly generated diverse query versions,16

indicating that the ordering issue posed no significant challenge. However, it exhibited less success in addressing17

the mismatch problem. This suggests that future work could delve into exploring how LLMs might effectively18

resolve these challenges.19

10. Conclusion20

We presented a methodical survey about Text-to-SQL. We have defined the Text-to-SQL problem and discussed21

the challenges and issues associated with it. We have also presented the literature surveys on Text-to-SQL and22

reported benchmarks in different languages. Moreover, we have compared these benchmarks, presented the23

Text-to-SQL methods used on these benchmarks, and explained the evaluation metrics used with these methods.24

Furthermore, we have provided the accuracy results of Text-to-SQL methods on two popular benchmarks and25

compared these methods based on the frameworks used. We have also reported some of the methods studied26

in an industrial context. Moreover, we have reviewed the LLM-based Text-to-SQL studies and conducted an27

evaluation for different LLMs. Lastly, we have analyzed the number of published papers in this field by years28

from scientific databases. We hope that this paper could benefit all researchers, practitioners, and educators in29

the community.30

Future research should prioritize the development of more comprehensive datasets to boost the perfor-31

mance and adaptability of Text-to-SQL models, with a pressing need for expansion particularly in non-English32

languages. The current emphasis on non-English languages is likely to grow, with research focusing on the devel-33

opment of Text-to-SQL models that can effectively understand and generate SQL queries in multiple languages.34

This involves not only translation but also addressing language-specific nuances and variations in database35

structures. Future research might delve deeper into improving the semantic parsing capabilities of Text-to-SQL36

models, including handling ambiguous queries, understanding context more effectively, and accurately captur-37

ing user intent. To enhance user understanding and increase trustworthiness, future models could be designed38

with a stronger focus on providing explanations for generated queries. Research may explore techniques for39

generating human-readable explanations alongside SQL queries. In addition, as a multimodal Text-to-SQL ap-40

proach, combining text input with visual representations or other modalities (e.g., tables, charts) could improve41

model understanding and query generation. Addressing ethical concerns and biases is crucial in any AI system,42

13
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including Text-to-SQL models. Future research could focus on developing models that are more transparent,1

fair, and considerate of privacy concerns, especially when dealing with sensitive data. Leveraging pre-trained2

knowledge graphs, ontologies, and semantic resources can enrich the model’s understanding of entities, rela-3

tionships, and domain-specific concepts, contributing to more accurate and context-aware query generation.4

Additionally, incorporating human interaction in the design of Text-to-SQL models could potentially enhance5

their performance by leveraging human expertise and feedback during the training process. Exploring the use6

of teacher-student network with knowledge distillation methods, such as the one proposed by Hinton et al.7

[64], could lead to more efficient and accurate Text-to-SQL models. Further research is needed to enhance the8

performance of Text-to-SQL models, making them suitable for deployment and end-user testing in real-world9

scenarios.10
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